Garden Photography: Simple
Techniques Enhance
Observation Skills and Artistry
Taking photos of pretty flowers is fun, but there’s so much
more that a photo can convey besides “pretty.” The best
photographs instantly evoke a mood or feeling, or even call
to mind a memory. The prevalence of digital and cell phone
cameras has made it easy to take hundreds of “snapshots”
in a short time; however, you can invite young
photographers to dig a little deeper into the realms of
artistry, technical skill, and communication via photos.
Photo Op Safari
Often, first efforts at taking photos are disappointing because “it looked a lot better than this in real life!”
To help youth explore how our eyes take in
scenes and have them begin to “think like a
photographer,” invite them to first spend some
time sharpening their focus without using a
camera.

Send students on a safari with a pad and pencil
to find and note or sketch several objects or
areas in the garden that grab their attention.
Suggest that they look for something unusual,
such as the shadows of branches on snow, the
intricate patterns of fern foliage, or the gentle arc
of the pistil on a daylily. All offer potential for
A  tiny,  perfectly  coiled  tendril  is  a  lovely  image  and  may  even  evoke  
dramatic photos. Ask, What about the image or
feelings  of  tenderness.
scene sparked your interest? You might push
their thinking further by asking them to describe
colors, lights/shadows, shapes, textures, or patterns they noticed.
Next, give each youngster a cardboard frame at least 1” wide with a 4” x 6” opening. Have them return to
their finds, this time to view them through the frame. Ask students to note the difference in how the
scene or object appears when limited by the opening in the cardboard.
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They should try shifting the field of view by moving closer to
or further from the subject or moving the frame to include or
exclude certain elements (e.g. shift so only the butterfly
garden bed is in the frame, and not the parked cars). Ask,
How does what is inside or outside the frame affect the
quality or “feel” of the image? Suggest that they explore
other aspects of the object or scene through their imaginary
lenses. For instance, they might look at the same object from
above or below, at an angle, or with light shining from
behind.
Back in class, survey the group about how the framing
exercise changed how they looked at and perceived the
image they chose. After this discussion, ask how they might
describe the photo they’d like to take and share with others
based on this new information.

The  same  bean  plant,  viewed  from  different  angles.  The  photo  on  the  right  
evokes  the  energy  of  the  vine  as  it  reaches  for  the  sky.

Considering Composition
Professional photographers suggest a few general rules for creating
quality photos.
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Avoid splitting an image right down the middle. Try to place the horizon, for example, about a third of the
way down from the top of the photo, or, if the sky is the focal point, then a third of the way up from the
bottom.

On the left, the desert and mountains are the focus, so the photo was taken with the horizon about 1/3
of the way down. On the right, the sky is the focus; hence, the lower horizon.

The off-center placement of this calla lily blossom is technically correct, but the photo overall doesn’t evoke much feeling.
Taken horizontally, the photo conveys the elegant, sculptural shape of the calla bloom. The water droplets might call to mind
a gentle summer rain shower.
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This close-up, top-down photo brings an element of intrigue and artistry.

If the intent is to show the symmetry of an object, then placing it in the center of the frame enhances this
aspect.

The mesmerizing pattern and luminous colors of this coneflower are enhanced by the close-up shot that is centered in the
frame.

Harsh, mid-day sun can wash out colors. Morning and evening light generally produces more pleasing
photos. A cloudy but bright day is another good time to take pictures.
Pay attention to where the sun is and how it will affect the photo. If you’re facing the sun, the object of
your photo may appear overly dark unless you adjust the camera for the brightness. If the sun is behind
you, note where your shadow falls so you can make sure it doesn’t
interfere with your shot.
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Consider the balance of light and dark in a photo. For example, a close-up of a light-colored flower
against a backdrop of dark evergreens will jump off the page more than the same subject against a field
of similar flowers.
Having one object in clear focus and surrounding objects slightly blurred helps draw the eye.

The globe thistle in focus shows the spiky form, while the others, in softer focus, repeat the purple-blue, round shape without
overwhelming the viewer with spikiness!

Always be ready for the unexpected!

This white crab spider crawled out from between two petals just in time to be photographed!
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